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About me
In 2010, I graduated in Philosophy and in 2017 I completed my master in Artistic Education.
During this process, I was working in pedagogic projects and cultural events where I was
implementing activities with children, youngsters and old people that promoted a Creative and
Active Citizenship.
From 2013 till 2017, I developed a community and sustainable project in Museum Casal de Monte
Redondo (Portugal), where we organized an Eco Cultural Festival Museum Festum with the local
community and tried through the event give a new live (Participatory Cultural Programme) to
the museum that was abandoned before.
Unfortunately, in my country working for education and culture is a constant struggle for
financial security and I had to stop. So in 2018, I decided to leave Portugal and try to find some
inspiration in other places. I came to Latgale, a region in Eastern Latvia. Something happened...
and Latvian Forest hugged me like home and this deep connection, inspired me to change my
lifestyle and start to be more honest with myself and with my aims. I was feeling an inner call to
embrace again the simplicity of being alive again! Stop struggling and running and to start to live
again the present moment and fight in a positive way for a Sustainable World. I proceed
developing educative activities through the Philosophy, Artistic Education and Environmental
Pedagogy for children and youngsters, but the year 2019 challenged me to initiate a new journey
in my life.
In this moment of my life I realize that I really need to change my lifestyle and start my own
project in SRD but first I need to learn. So, I am an educator but I really want to be a farmer
too... in future I hope to continue working in education but totally relacionate with out door
activities and sustainable pedagogy/ activities.
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developing their own projects and work with them to improve my skills and start to transform
this dream in reality. And for sure that this program it is an amazing opportunity to begin!

What I expect from host organisation
I hope to get involved and to learn more about sustainable work and projects. I believe that in
this moment of my life, it is very important to meet people who are developing their own
sustainable projects and work with them to improve my skills and start to transform this dream
into reality. And for sure that this opportunity as a trainee, it is the best way to START!

Preferred languages
EN, FR, ES
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